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ABSTRACT One of the many different purposes of software architecture descriptions is contributing to an early analysis of the architecture with respect to quality attributes. The critical nature of many software systems calls for formal approaches aiming at precisely verifying if their designed architectures can meet important properties such as consistency, completeness, and correctness. In this context, it is worthwhile investigating the role of architecture descriptions to support the formal verification of software architectures to ensure their quality, as well as how such a process happens and is supported by existing languages and verification tools. To evaluate the research landscape on this subject, we have carried out a systematic mapping study in which we collected and analyzed studies available at the literature on formal verification of architecture descriptions. This work contributes with (i) a structured overview and taxonomy of the current state of the art on this topic and (ii) the elicitation of important issues to be addressed in future research.

INDEX TERMS Architecture description, formal verification, property specification, software architectures, systematic mapping.

I. INTRODUCTION Software architectures play a significant role in the development of software-intensive systems as they contribute to the achievement of both business goals and quality requirements. A way of making software architectures more concrete is through architecture description language (ADL) [1]. These architecture descriptions can be used as models at design time or runtime as well as support software architecture documentation, maintenance, evaluation, and evolution. Classically, ADLs have been classified into three broad categories: (i) formal, i.e., notations with precise (often mathematically-based) syntax and semantics that support automated architectural analysis; (ii) semi-formal, i.e., notations with well-defined syntax, but lack of complete semantics; and (iii) informal, ad-hoc box-and-lines diagrams that cannot be formally analyzed and limit the usefulness of the architecture description [2], [3].

One of the major challenges in the design of software-intensive systems is related to their architectural analysis, i.e., the activity of discovering important system properties using architectural models even before its implementation [4]. Performing such an activity as early as possible is essential to avoid possible incorrectness, inconsistencies, and undesirable issues until later phases of the development process when a correction will be surely costly. This is imperative mainly when dealing with the critical nature of many complex systems, whose envisioned architecture must be verified with respect to their correctness and fulfillment of required behavior and properties of interest. For this purpose, formal architecture descriptions are highly desirable as means of better supporting automated architectural analysis, acknowledged as an important activity in software industry [5], [6]. The main advantage of adopting a formal approach is precisely determining if a software system can satisfy properties and constraints related to requirements and check the accuracy and correctness of architectural designs.
The literature reports the existence of many approaches related to the formal verification of software architectures having their architecture descriptions as one of their main elements and some works have attempted to provide a comprehensive overview of the research landscape on this topic. Tsai and Xu [7] compared formal verification tools applied over software architecture specifications, whereas Dobrica and Nimelä [8] and Babar and Gorton [9] proposed frameworks aimed to compare existing architectural analysis and evaluation approaches, but not specifically focusing on formal methodologies. More recently, Zhang et al. [10] performed a valuable literature review on the formal verification of software architectures, but they (i) did not specifically considered architecture descriptions, (ii) focused only on model checking as formal verification technique, and (iii) conducted their study in an ad-hoc way, thus not following a systematic, well-defined procedure. Despite its relevance, this body of work has now almost ten to twenty years and other approaches on the formal software architecture verification have been proposed since then.

Given the importance of formal verification in the software architecture context as means of contributing to ensure quality in the contemporary software systems, an extended, up-to-date literature overview is quite relevant. Such an overview can enable both researchers and practitioners to critically reflect on the current state of the art, identify important issues to drive future research, and understand how existing and future research can be suitable for technical, business, and organizational needs. To reach this goal, we have performed a systematic mapping study (or shortly systematic mapping) on approaches for the formal verification of architecture descriptions. A systematic mapping is well-established form of secondary study aimed to obtain a comprehensive overview of a research topic, identify research gaps, and collect evidences to commission future research through a systematic, rigorous procedure of collection, selection, and analysis of available primary studies [11], [12].

The goal of this systematic mapping is threefold: (i) to provide an overview of the research on the formal verification of software architecture descriptions; (ii) to understand features of languages used to describe software architectures and properties of interest to be formally verified; and (iii) to understand how software architecture formal verification has been conducted in this context. For this purpose, studies published in journals, conferences, and workshops were collected from electronic databases, systematically analyzed, and selected as best fitting a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria. In this paper, we report (i) the main findings of the performed systematic mapping, (ii) a structured overview and taxonomy of the current state of the art on this topic, and (iii) a discussion on important issues to be addressed by future work.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II provides the background of this work. Section III presents the methodology adopted in this work in terms of the research questions to be answered and study search and selection strategies, as well as details on how the relevant primary studies were selected. Section IV provides a synthesis resulting from the analysis of the studies as answers to the research questions. Section V presents a taxonomy for the formal verification of software architecture descriptions. Section VI discusses some important issues that can drive further research. Section VII raises some threats to empirical validity. Finally, Section VIII summarizes the main findings of this study along with some concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND

ADLs emerged since the 1990s mainly resulting from the research devoted to the problem of providing more precise ways to characterize the structure and behavior of software architectures as well as derive properties on these structures. Malavolta et al. [5] conducted a survey on the use of ADLs in industry to understand the practitioners’ point of view regarding strengths, limitations, and requirements of current languages. They observed that ADLs should support (i) the definition of functional and non-functional properties, (ii) formal semantics for improving precision and allowing for automated analysis, (iii) both graphical and textual representations for easing the communication among stakeholders and users of architecture descriptions, and (iv) features such as simplicity and intuitiveness.

Recent studies on the use of ADLs by practitioners have confirmed and complemented some findings brought by Malavolta et al. [5]. Ozkaya [13] analyzed more than one hundred ADLs with respect to a set of requirements considered as crucial for practitioners. Some important findings provided by his study are: (i) a small part of existing ADLs considers non-functional requirements despite their relevance to ensure quality in software systems; (ii) formal semantics are supported by almost half of the existing notations, especially process algebras; (iii) exhaustive model checking is the most preferred automated analysis method, enabled by formal ADLs; and (iv) consistency has been considered as the most relevant property in automated verification of architectural models. In another survey with practitioners, Ozkaya [6] observed that they follow the common sense about the criticism on informal notations, which fail to support complex design decisions. Although formal notations could fill this gap, users do not often use them due to the significant learning curve, lack of knowledge among stakeholders, low popularity in industry, and weak support with respect to tools and guidance. In spite of the inherent difficulty of pursuing formal methods, such a recent research has acknowledged the role of formal verification of architectural models as means of precisely determining if a software system can satisfy properties related to user requirements.

As reported by Zhang et al. [10], one of the most used techniques for formally verifying software architectures is model checking, an exhaustive, automatic verification technique whose general goal is to check if an architectural specification satisfies architectural properties. These authors analyzed a set of model checking techniques to formally verify software
architectures and came up with a framework to classify and compare them. Figure 1 illustrates a process to formally verifying software architectures with model checking. This process takes as inputs specifications of both software architecture (e.g., a description in an ADL) and architectural properties expressed in some notation. If these specifications are not formally described, then a translation to a formal notation is first required. Next, the architectural properties regarding the software architecture under consideration are formally verified. The verification returns true, if the properties are satisfied, or false when a given property is violated.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The systematic mapping study presented in this paper was conducted by following well-defined guidelines established in the literature [11], [12]. The basic steps are: (i) planning, which yields a protocol defining the research questions to be answered, the search strategy to be adopted, the criteria to be used for selecting primary studies, and the methods for extracting and synthesizing data; (ii) execution, in which primary studies are identified, selected, and evaluated according to the protocol; and (iii) reporting (or analysis), which aggregates information extracted from the relevant primary studies considering the research questions and outlines conclusions from them.

Research questions. Aiming at finding primary studies with approaches on the formal verification of software architecture descriptions, we have proposed the following research questions (RQs):

RQ1: What languages are used towards supporting verification, their characteristics, and supported views?
RQ2: What languages are used to specify architectural properties, their characteristics, and supported views?
RQ3: Which type of formal verification is addressed by the existing approaches?

Search strategy. To retrieve primary studies, we have used an automated search process performed over four popular electronic publication databases, namely ACM Digital Library, IEEEXplore, ScienceDirect.com, and Scopus. Based on the defined research questions, three main terms were initially identified, namely architecture description language, formal language, and software architecture. In addition, possible variations such as synonyms and singular/plural forms were considered, thereby resulting in the following search string:

\[(architecture\ description\ language\ OR\ ADL)\ AND\ (formal\ language\ OR\ specification\ language\ OR\ formal\ semantics\ OR\ formal\ verification\ OR\ formal\ analysis)\ AND\ software\ architecture\]

The main terms were connected using the AND logical operator while the possible variations and synonyms were connected using the OR logical operator.

Selection criteria. Selection criteria were used to evaluate each primary study according to the defined research questions. The main goal was including studies that would be potentially relevant to answer the research questions and excluding the ones that would not contribute to answer them.

Three inclusion criteria (ICs) were considered:
IC1: The study proposes an approach to formally specify or verify software architectures.
IC2: The study proposes a framework or a tool to support the formal verification of software architectures.
IC3: The study analyzes software architecture verification approaches.

Seven exclusion criteria (ECs) were also established:
EC1: The study does not proposes an approach to formally specify or verify software architectures.
EC2: The study does not concern languages, techniques or approaches to formally specify or verify software architectures.
EC3: The study mentions a formal software architecture verification technique, but it does not detail the verification process itself.
EC4: The study is a previous version of a more recent study on the same research.
EC5: The study does not have an abstract or the full text is not available.
EC6: The study is a table of contents, foreword, tutorial, editorial, keynote talk or summary of conference/workshop.
EC7: The study is not written in English, which is the most common language in scientific papers.

In this work, a given primary study was considered as relevant if it has not met any exclusion criterion and met at least one inclusion criterion.

**Data extraction and synthesis.** To extract data from the selected primary studies as well as synthesize the results, a data extraction sheet was built with items related to the research questions and other relevant information. Besides basic information such as title and publication year and venue, extracted data concerned information about: (i) *architecture description*, in terms of used languages, visual support, formalism degree, and supported architectural views; (ii) *property specification*, in terms of used languages, type of architectural property, and expressed quality attributes or other properties of interest; (iii) the *translation process* from a given notation to a formal one, concerning automation degree and translation target language; and (iv) *formal verification process*, i.e., which type of verification is performed and if it is supported by some tool.

**Selection process.** As this study was carried out in December 2018, we considered primary studies published until then, thus covering a time window in which it would be possible to find consolidated research on the Software Architecture discipline. During the search process, the search string has undergone minor changes to make it compatible with the specificities of each database engine. Afterwards, the automated search procedure was performed over each electronic database according to the adapted search string. The automated search was limited to title, abstract, and keyword fields. After retrieving the studies from the electronic databases, the selection process was conducted in five phases. In the first phase, results were unified into a single repository and duplicates were removed. The second phase encompassed reading title, abstract, and keywords of the retrieved studies, which were filtered according to the defined selection criteria (ICs/ECs). The third phase encompassed reading the studies and filling out the data extraction sheet. At last, experts' suggestions were considered about the inclusion of possibly relevant studies. Figure 2 depicts the execution of these phases, which resulted in 39 studies selected as relevant (see Appendix A).

**IV. RESULTS**
In this section, we summarize the results of the performed systematic mapping considering the research questions and data extracted/synthesized from the analyzed primary studies. We first present a brief overview of the selected primary studies (Section IV-A) and then the answers to each research question encompassing architecture descriptions, property specification, and formal verification processes (Sections IV-B to IV-D).

**A. OVERVIEW OF SELECTED PRIMARY STUDIES**

**Distribution along the years.** Figure 5 presents the distribution of publications along 24 years of research (1994-2018). It is possible to notice an average of 2.64 studies per year, but with a varying behavior in the research community, i.e., the number of studies increases and decreases along the years.

**Publication venues.** Figure 4 illustrates the publication venues of the selected primary studies. Most papers were published in conferences (30/39), followed by journals (7/39). The low number of workshop papers (2/39) may be an indicator of the fact that the proposals have undergone a more solid evaluation, in line with the effort required for proposing solutions in this context. We also noticed that the selected studies are spread across 33 different venues, thus indicating that there is no main conference or workshop where studies related to the formal verification of architectural descriptions would be published.

**Validation/evaluation methods.** We have noticed that almost 92% of studies present some method of validation. However, more than half of these studies (20/39) merely give an example illustrating a possible scenario in which the proposed approach could be applied. Other forms of evaluation include case studies in real-world scenarios (13/39) as well as controlled experiments (3/39). Therefore, it is possible to conclude that stronger methods are required to validate/evaluate the proposed approaches as means of...
providing robust evidence about their efficiency, effectiveness, and feasibility.

B. ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGES

One of the goals of our study was identifying what ADLs have been used in the primary studies for architecture description towards supporting verification, their characteristics, and supported views. By analyzing data extracted from the selected studies, we have identified several languages and notations for describing software architectures, with no proposal being widely used towards a formal verification process. AADL and EAST-ADL have stood out among the used notations (reported in three studies each) due to their use in critical-domain embedded systems, which typically require formally verifying their software architectures. AADL has been used to describe architectural models in chaotic systems (S7), systems based on synchronous programming modules (S16), and real-time embedded systems (S39). In turn, EAST-ADL has been used to describe automotive embedded systems (S9, S12, S19) and support the verification of properties related to fault tolerance and correctness.

Besides identifying the ADLs used in the selected studies, we were interested into understanding their characteristics in terms of (i) representation, whether textual, visual or both, (ii) semantic formalism, and (iii) encompassed architectural viewpoints. We found 59% of the selected primary studies (23/39) using a visual notation to ease architectural modeling. In particular, UML/SysML profiles have stood out as means of visually representing software architectures in a fifth of these studies (S9, S12, S19, S21, S24, S28, S31, S34, S35). Such a representativeness of UML profiles is in line with the findings from Malavolta et al. [5] and Ozkaya [6] regarding the preference of practitioners to use this type of representation to support architecture description.

We have found 32 studies using an approach to describe software architectures. These approaches can be characterized in terms of formal ADLs (e.g., S16, S28), semi-formal ADLs (such as the ones based on UML (S9, S19) and XML (S5, S11)) or non-ADL formal notations (e.g., S2, S17), i.e., the direct use of mathematical formalisms without abstractions over them to describe a software architecture. We also realized that most studies have preferred to use visual notations likely due to reasons similar to those previously evidenced by Malavolta et al. [5] and Ozkaya [6], [13], such as the lower learning curve on describing software architectures with these languages.

Another investigated feature regarding the existing software architecture description notations stands for the architectural viewpoints that they can represent. Ninety-five percent of the selected studies (37/39) encompass both structural and behavioral concerns about the architecture whereas the other ones focus only on the behavioral viewpoint. Software industry practitioners are indeed interested in archi-
architecture description approaches supporting multiple viewpoints according to their needs [5]. Therefore, the expressive percentage of studies representing both structural and behavioral concerns in architecture description towards their formal verification is aligned with the interest of industry.

**Main findings (RQ1).** There is no widely used ADL towards a formal verification process, even though there is a preference for approaches that use visual notation to facilitate architectural modeling, especially UML/SysML profiles. Most studies address both structural and behavioral concerns about software architectures when considering their formal verification.

**C. SPECIFICATION OF ARCHITECTURAL PROPERTIES**

We were interested into identifying what notations have been used in the primary studies to specify architectural properties. We have noticed that there is no single notation with wide use for specifying architectural properties. Most authors have preferred using their own formalisms (28% ≈ 11/39 of the selected studies) or combining them with some existing mathematical formalism (23% ≈ 9/39 of the selected studies). In turn, a third of the primary studies have used predicate, temporal or other type of logic. The particular interest in temporal logics as a formalism to express architectural properties is also evidenced by Zhang et al. [10] since most of these properties are temporal, i.e., they are qualified and grounded in a sequence of states of the system over time.

Based on the information about the notations for specifying both software architectures and their properties, we draw a possible relationship among the used formalisms. As shown in Figure 5, we noticed a high concentration of studies associating the architectural description with an ADL and the specification of properties with mathematical formalisms, especially the logic-based ones.

We were also interested into understanding some features of the notations used to specify architectural properties in terms of the concerned viewpoints, whether structural or behavioral. We expected that most studies would claim to consider properties from both viewpoints since (i) previous studies have regarded this as an important gap in the past of ADLs [14] and (ii) supporting these multiple viewpoints is an expectation and current practice in industry [5]. However, the collected data contradicted our belief as most studies (27/39) address only behavioral concerns regarding architectural properties.

Another investigated feature about the notations used for specifying properties is related to what architectural properties or quality attributes can be specified with these languages. We have clustered the several properties found in three main categories. The first one was addressed by 19 studies and refers to properties related to reliability concerns. The second category refers to important properties related to concurrent systems, such as fairness, safety, liveness, deadlock-freedom, criticality, and priority, as concerned by 21 studies. The third category is related to properties specifically observed in real-time systems, which were addressed in five studies. It is possible to notice that the properties falling into these three categories are often found in critical systems, so that it is not by chance that the effort invested in formal approaches and verification techniques is larger in this class of systems. Safety standards to critical software such as DO178B/C for avionic systems [15], IEC 62304 for medical systems [16], and IEC 62279 [17] for rail systems strongly recommend adopting formal verification techniques as means of ensuring safety in these systems.
Main findings (RQ2). There is no single notation widely used to specify architectural properties. Most authors have preferred to use their own formalisms, sometimes combining them with some existing mathematical formalisms. Most of the found studies considered only behavioral concerns related to architectural properties.

D. FORMAL VERIFICATION APPROACHES

At last, we aimed to identify the most used techniques in the formal verification of software architectures and if they have tool support. In their literature review, Zhang et al. [10] identified model checking as a frequently used formal verification technique. This was confirmed in our study as 77% of the analyzed studies (30/39) have applied such an approach to verify if a given software architecture satisfies architectural properties of interest. In a second place, two studies have used theorem proving to support formal verification and two other studies have used it along with model checking as complementary approaches. There are some possible reasons explaining such a prevalence of model checking. First, model checking is fully automated as opposed to theorem proving, which normally requires human guidance. Second, theorem proving requires much more effort from users, thus limiting its usage to experts and proficient in proving. Third, a software architecture (and its description) is one of the earliest models of a software system and hence it is a suitable input to model checking.

We also noticed that formal verification is often supported by one or more tools, either using model checking or theorem proving. Well-known tools such as Uppaal, PAT, and FDR have been used by a third of the selected primary studies. Zhang et al. [10] state that formal verification approaches in software architecture often make use of mature existing verification mechanisms such as FDR and UPPAAL, which have been successfully used in both academic and industry settings. Possible reasons in favor of these tools are (i) the ability of FDR to handle complex, industrial-sized model checking with respect to safety and liveness conditions and (ii) the high scalability and usefulness of UPPAAL to model, validate, and verify real-time systems and properties of interest. In turn, PAT comes with an user-interactive tool to verify temporal properties.

Main findings (RQ3). Model checking showed to be the most commonly used formal verification technique. Formal verification is often supported by well-known tools such as UPPAAL, PAT, and FDR.

V. A TAXONOMY FOR THE FORMAL VERIFICATION OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTIONS

Taxonomies have been directly or indirectly used in the Software Architecture community to mature the knowledge field, in particular as means of understanding and classifying existing work. One of the contributions of this paper is a taxonomy arisen from the analysis of the studies selected in our systematic mapping study aiming at capturing important aspects related to the formal verification of software architecture descriptions. The proposed taxonomy is not solely intended to summarize the current state of the art on this topic, but it can also provide a basis to classify existing approaches and understanding their characteristics. Furthermore, the taxonomy can also serve as a reasoning framework towards proposing novel or improved approaches in this context.

Due to the multiplicity of perspectives under which existing work could be classified, our taxonomy has been structured upon the principles of the faceted analysis approach [18], one of the most used classification structures for taxonomies in Software Engineering [19]. In multifaceted taxonomies, there are more than one perspective (facet) to view and classify a given entity, so that each facet is independent and can have its own classes.

Figure 6 presents our taxonomy for the formal verification of software architecture descriptions. Such a taxonomy encompasses six main axes: (i) the architectural description formalisms, whether a typical ADL or a non-ADL formal notation; (ii) the architecture description representation, whether using visual and/or textual notations; (iii) architecture description viewpoints; (iv) property viewpoints of...
interest; (v) the types of properties commonly found in formal architectural analysis approaches; and (vi) the formal verification approach for software architecture descriptions. The categories within the proposed taxonomy are not disjoint and other ones not currently covered can be easily included.

As matter of future work, we intend to validate our taxonomy with respect to reliability and usefulness by surveying experts or conducting experimental studies.

The utility of a taxonomy can be demonstrated or exemplified by classifying existing literature. Figure 7 presents a classification of the selected primary studies according to the main axes defined in our multifaceted taxonomy. It is important to mention that some studies do not present clear, sufficient information about their proposal, so that we have preferred leaving them unclassified for the sake of reliability and aiming to avoid any sort of misunderstanding. For example, one study does not restrict the ADL to be used, so that it is not possible to classify it into one of the categories of the architecture description representation axis. Nine studies do not detail what properties are specified by the proposed approach and hence they cannot be classified into any category of the formal verification approach axis.

VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Based on the analysis of the selected studies and the obtained findings, we came up with three potentially relevant directions for research and development regarding the formal verification of software architectures. As there is a growing need for verifying non-functional properties at the architectural level, we briefly discuss these issues with particular focus on scalability and dynamicity concerns. Another discussed issue is related to the use of semi-formal ADLs for verification purposes and the criticism from practitioners concerning the usability of formal ADLs.

Addressing scalability concerns in formal verification of software architectures. As reported in Section IV-D, model checking has been the most used verification technique in the analyzed studies, thereby confirming findings provided by Zhang et al. [10] almost ten years ago. Despite its wide and successful use, model checking has well-known limitations with respect to scalability. Traditional model checking approaches are not exempted from the exponential growth of the state space, the so-called state space explosion problem. This makes such a technique to be a prohibitive choice in many cases due to unneglectable execution time, computational resources, and effort from architects, important reasons that often hinder the adoption of formal-based techniques in industry [5]. Aiming at overcoming these limitations, alternative techniques such as assume-guarantee model-checking [20], compositional model-checking [21], [22], parallel model-checking [23], statistical model checking [24], and probabilistic model checking [25] have been proposed in the last years concerning affordable, computationally efficient approaches to rigorously verify properties of general specification. Despite our study did not have a specific research question about scalability issues on formal verification approaches for software architecture descriptions, this was a point that called our attention since our findings revealed a major use of model checking (77% of the selected studies). Among the 30 studies using model
checking as formal verification technique, only three studies (S10, S24, S27) have concerned the scalability of their approaches. The exploration of strategies aimed to provide model checking techniques with more scalability when verifying complex, critical can drive further research in this direction.

**Addressing dynamicity concerns in formal verification of software architectures.** Dynamicity is increasingly becoming an intrinsic property of the contemporary systems, which operate on environments that are highly dynamic, subjected to a number of changes. Software architectures for these systems hence need to be dynamic to accommodate such changes during runtime, ideally with minimum or no disruption as it is the case of certain safety- and mission-critical systems. The inherent characteristics of dynamic software architectures challenge activities such as formal architecture description and verification of architectural properties. Therefore, languages tailored to support both architecture description and property specification must consider the creation, interconnection or removal of architectural elements at runtime, which exist at a given instant in time and no longer exist at another. On the one hand, most of the existing formal ADLs have limitations with respect to the description of dynamic software architectures. On the other hand, the notations available in the literature to formally express architectural properties are not able to cope with these characteristics. We found only two studies (S23, S29) with proposals on the formal verification of properties of dynamic software architectures, thus revealing the scarcity of studies on this topic.

**Addressing usability for formal ADLs.** As formal ADLs provide unambiguous semantics, they are essential for supporting verification of architectures. However, Malavolta et al. [5] report that these notations are rarely used mainly due to the lack of mature tools and the need of specialized competencies for using them. Practitioners have indeed considered formal ADLs as quite difficult to use, besides requiring a high learning curve and huge effort to specify a system. They also argue that the supported automated analysis provided by formal ADLs is not compatible to the level of effort required for specifying a system using such ADLs. Therefore, an important research direction to foster the use of formal ADLs is the development of easy-to-use tools associated to formal ADLs aiming at facilitating the specification of architectures and allowing for early formal verification, thus positioning such ADLs in the mainstream of the architectural process.

**VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY**

To ensure high quality and scientific value to the findings of our systematic mapping study, a protocol was established a priori with clear research questions and explicit criteria to evaluate and select primary studies. This protocol was strictly followed according to well-accepted guidelines for systematic literature reviews and mapping studies [11], [12]. Nonetheless, potential threats to validity may affect the obtained results. In this section, we discuss some of these limitations and how we have attempted to mitigate them.

**External validity.** The most significant threat to external validity of this study is related to its incompleteness as relevant studies may have been missed. To reduce this threat, we have considered four of the most relevant available sources in Software Engineering. However, there are still limitations. First, some studies may have been missed due to technical limitations of the automated search engines themselves. Second, the selected databases do not represent an exhaustive list of publication sources, so that other databases might also be included. Third, we have not performed snowballing [26], a technique that allows checking the reference lists of the read studies aiming to find additional studies not retrieved in the automated search procedure. Fourth, grey literature (e.g., white papers, non peer-reviewed papers, etc.) was not herein considered as source of studies, but we deem that this does not constitute an additional threat as peer-review processes are a standard requirement of high quality publications.

**Construct validity.** To mitigate potential threats to construct validity, we established a well-defined protocol that guided all activities performed in this study. The selection of the primary studies according to the documented inclusion and exclusion criteria was rigorously carried out to ensure that they were indeed suited to answer the research questions.

**Conclusion validity.** Bias on data extraction may result in inaccuracy of the extracted data items and not all studies sufficiently and clearly describe information extracted as data items to support answering the research questions. To mitigate potential threats to conclusion validity, we have striven to reduce these bias by strictly adhering to the established protocol. Furthermore, the taxonomy resulted from the analysis of the selected studies could be another source of threat to the conclusion validity of our study as it has not been evaluated with other experts yet.

**VIII. CONCLUSION**

This paper presented the results of a systematic mapping study aimed to provide a panorama of the current state of the art on the role of architecture descriptions and property specification in supporting the formal verification of software architectures, an important activity to ensure the quality of software systems. We have systematically analyzed 39 primary studies found in electronic publication databases to (i) provide an overview of the research on this topic, (ii) understand features of languages used to describe software architectures and related properties of interest to be formally verified, and (iii) understand how software architecture formal verification has been conducted in this context.

Our analyses of the selected studies have resulted in several findings about the current state of the art on the formal verification of architecture descriptions:
• at least two studies about this topic have been published per year (on average), possibly indicating that it continues being a research topic of interest;
• the research landscape has shown to be quite fragmented, with studies published in a variety of venues;
• there is no reference language used to formally describe software architectures and specify architectural properties, thus resulting in a plethora of used languages and notations;
• visual and semi-formal notations have appeared as means of supporting software architecture description despite requiring an additional process to translate the produced models towards formal verification;
• supporting multiple viewpoints (in particular the structural and behavioral ones) has been considered as a relevant concern and hence addressed by both architecture description and property specifications;
• properties related to reliability, concurrency, and real-time characteristics have been addressed in the studies as a reflex of the relevance of these concerns in many critical systems;
• model checking has been the most used technique to support the formal verification of architectural properties despite its well-known limitations with respect to scalability; and
• verification mechanisms traditionally found in the formal methods field has been applied to software architectures over the years.

Besides the analysis of these studies and resulted findings, an important contribution brought by this paper is a taxonomy representing the research landscape on this topic and that can be used to further classify existing and future approaches as well as understand their characteristics. We have also discussed some promising directions in research and development in this context, such as (i) proposing alternative approaches to ease the architectural analysis activity, (ii) addressing dynamicity as an important concern in the architectural life cycle of the contemporary software systems, and (iii) putting effort on an attempt to make formal ADLs and related approaches more usable, mainly in industry.
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